Dear Fairbanks Community Co-op Members,
We are requesting support for Inspiring Girls Expeditions, which provides tuition-free
transformative science, art, wilderness, and leadership expeditions for teenage girls (aged 16
and 17) from ALL social and economic groups, especially those who lack sufficient mentors to
guide them through life’s challenges.
Girls learn how to traverse a glacier, kayak in glacier-filled fjords, or rock climb beautiful rock
formations while conducting science experiments and observing their natural surroundings
through art over the course of a twelve-day expedition. Two of the expeditions take place in
Alaska – Girls on Ice Alaska and Girls in Icy Fjords. These teams include girls from urban and
rural areas from across Alaska. Other expeditions take place in Washington and Colorado and
accept applications from girls all over the nation including Alaska.
We would use a donation from the Lend-a-Hand register round-up program to help provide
funds for gear, food and logistics for the Alaska-based expeditions. These expeditions benefit the
local community while furthering the Co-op Market’s mission to “create a knowledgeable
community informed about choices that impact personal wellness and the environment.” For
instance:
• The power of choice: The expeditions help the girls develop confidence in themselves, the
choices that they make and in communicating their choices to others. Society
underestimates girls’ abilities, strengths, and resilience. By high school, many girls feel
excluded from science and other male-dominated careers and drift away. We provide
mentorship in a challenging wilderness setting to build their courage, confidence, and
self-efficacy. We want the girls to know that they have the power of choice in their careers
and in decisions that affect the environment and their personal wellness.
• Questions lead to knowledge: The girls conduct science experiments where they ask and
answer questions that help them (and possibly the rest of us) understand the world better
and help them make better-informed decisions.
• Learning how to take care of yourself: Self-sufficiency in a remote area requires a lot of
pre-planning and forethought into food choices, more so than in town where food is a
grocery store away. We help teach the girls what combinations of nutritious food they
need and what will stay viable in remote areas. We also discuss where such foods can be
purchased, including the Co-op Market, and how climate change is affecting landscapes
and the foods growing there.
• Exploring environmental issues: Each day we ask the girls one question to reflect on and
discuss as a group. Topics often include climate change, sustainability, and how humans
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are influencing the environment. The Alaska expeditions have a strong Arctic focus so
questions delve into issues related to life in the Far North.
A community: More than 300 girls have participated in all of the Inspiring Girls
Expeditions, which first started with Girls on Ice Cascades in 1999. Throughout this time,
we have had amazing instructors including professional glaciologists, ecologists,
mountain/kayak guides, and artists who serve as both mentors and role models. In
addition to all this, each expedition has a support network of volunteers. The Inspiring
Girls Expedition community is a large one that has deep roots in Alaska and Interior
Alaska in particular. This is a knowledgeable community that continues to grow itself as
the girls, instructors, and volunteers share what they’ve learned through Inspiring Girls
Expeditions with others.

Inspiring Girls Expeditions are expanding to include new expeditions, but our funds are not.
That’s why we need your help.
Donations from our sponsors support many parts of our organization including: food, gear, and
transportation for our participants; website, application, and mailing list support; salaries for our
highly qualified guides and scientists and much more!
If selected for the Co-op Market donation program, we will list the Co-op Market as a sponsor on
our website. We can also provide a photo of the Co-op Market sign on one of our programs for
you to share in your newsletter, etc.
Our expeditions are offered in partnership with the College of Natural Science and Mathematics
at the University of Alaska Fairbanks; we fall under the UAF non-profit (501C3) status. More
information can be found on our website: http://www.inspiringgirls.org.
Thank you for your consideration,
Chris Carr
Inspiring Girls Expeditions Instructor
cgcarr@alaska.edu
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